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This week was hectic and a tad bit
stressful for our old students as they
trudged down the long main road of the
school with their suitcases in hand,
returning to where they started. But on
the other hand, the newbies stroll
through our canopied vistas, brimming
with anticipation, excitement, and
ethusiasm; however, a few of them were
nervous too. The new admission
students were welcomed with open
arms, and after their registration
procedure was over, they bid their
parents goodbye. Afterwords they were
taken on a tour to get to know their new
school better. Later, they spent their
time demonstrating their hidden talents
at the art, music, dance, and sculpture
clubs.
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THIS WEEK
HEARTY WELCOME TO OUR NEW

STUDENTS 
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NEW STUDENTS  DISPLAY THEIR
TALENTS IN VARIOUS FORMS 



A triBUTE toA triBUTE toA triBUTE to      baujibaujibauji

On March 31, 2024, our school
held a solemn assembly to pay
homage to our late founding
father, Shri O.P. Jindal Ji, on his
nineteenth death anniversary.
The school choir sang
mellifluous bhajans as the
school staff and students came
up to the portrait and offered
fresh blooms one by one.

Following the assembly, the
school choir moved to Jindal
Steel Limited, where they sang
again for the Jindal family as they
prayed and offered floral tribute to
him. Sir Naveen Jindal and Ma'am
Deepika commended the choir for
their performance and thanked
them for making their bauji’s
death anniversary a memorable
event.

Even 19 years after his death, Shri
O.P. Jindal Ji continues to
motivate and inspire people
throughout the country with his
heroic actions that left an
indelible mark in the history of
Haryana and the development of
girls’ education in the country.
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Jindalites pay homage to Late Shri O. P. Jindalji on his  19th Death Anniversary 
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The Daly College Community Service and Wildlife Awareness Project commencedThe Daly College Community Service and Wildlife Awareness Project commenced

with our group of six, accompanied by Ma’am Sunita Verma, embarking on ourwith our group of six, accompanied by Ma’am Sunita Verma, embarking on our

journey to Khajuraho, Madhya Pradesh, on March 16. After arriving at Khajuraho andjourney to Khajuraho, Madhya Pradesh, on March 16. After arriving at Khajuraho and

settling at Ken River Lounge, Panna, we delved straight into the Gond Art and Potterysettling at Ken River Lounge, Panna, we delved straight into the Gond Art and Pottery

Workshop. Following that, an ice-breaking session took place with seven otherWorkshop. Following that, an ice-breaking session took place with seven other

schools, and the students were divided into groups and trained on conducting vitalschools, and the students were divided into groups and trained on conducting vital

health screenings for an upcoming campaign in Bagonha and Jhinna villages. After ahealth screenings for an upcoming campaign in Bagonha and Jhinna villages. After a

fulfilling dinner, teams retired to their accommodations, preparing for the followingfulfilling dinner, teams retired to their accommodations, preparing for the following

day's activities.day's activities.

 ROUND SQUARE SERVICE PROJECT
DALY COLLEGE COMMUNITY SERVICE  

The second day saw Group A engage in a nature walk, observing diverse bird species and animalThe second day saw Group A engage in a nature walk, observing diverse bird species and animal
paw prints before conducting a hygiene and eye camp in Bahoga village. Meanwhile, Group Bpaw prints before conducting a hygiene and eye camp in Bahoga village. Meanwhile, Group B
embarked on a serene boat ride to the Ken River and explored the Pandu Caves, learning aboutembarked on a serene boat ride to the Ken River and explored the Pandu Caves, learning about
the region's flora and fauna. After lunch in Jhinna village, Group B contributed to wall painting andthe region's flora and fauna. After lunch in Jhinna village, Group B contributed to wall painting and
construction at a government school before returning for dinner and a jam session.construction at a government school before returning for dinner and a jam session.

On the third day, Group A continued their impactful medical camp operations, serving overOn the third day, Group A continued their impactful medical camp operations, serving over
300 villagers and receiving positive feedback on the hygiene initiatives. Simultaneously,300 villagers and receiving positive feedback on the hygiene initiatives. Simultaneously,
Group B conducted awareness campaigns in Jhinna village, emphasizing menstrual healthGroup B conducted awareness campaigns in Jhinna village, emphasizing menstrual health
and personal hygiene. The fourth day involved a thrilling safari for Group A and theand personal hygiene. The fourth day involved a thrilling safari for Group A and the
management of a health camp for Group B, with both teams experiencing successes in theirmanagement of a health camp for Group B, with both teams experiencing successes in their
respective endeavors. The project concluded with Group A contributing to schoolrespective endeavors. The project concluded with Group A contributing to school
infrastructure in Bagoha and bidding farewell to fellow schools, while Group B enjoyed ainfrastructure in Bagoha and bidding farewell to fellow schools, while Group B enjoyed a
rewarding safari in the Panna Tiger Reserve, followed by a session on wildlife conservationrewarding safari in the Panna Tiger Reserve, followed by a session on wildlife conservation
and sustainable development.and sustainable development.

This project laid a great opportunity to interact with our environment andThis project laid a great opportunity to interact with our environment and
make bonds with mother nature.make bonds with mother nature.



FAREWELL
MA’AM MONA AND  MA’AM PARAMJEET GILL

Two of the most valuable flowers in our
blossom tree have blown away to pursue
their future endeavors. Our very own
Mona Ma'am, also known as the joker of
the school (not the one from IT), was that
kind of teacher who teaches social
science and so many more classes at the
same time. Her classes were the highlight
of our days. Do you think history is
boring? Not with her, no!
Our shining gem of Sarojini, Gill Ma'am, is
a motherly figure for all the students
children in their second home. Words
could never describe her sweet and
humble nature. She was a star, one that
everyone looked up to in their darkest
times.
We’ll all miss these memorable teachers.
They’ll stay in our hearts forever.
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Grades 10 to 12 went to Shimla for their annual excursion from March 19th to March
23rd, 2024. The students were exposed to the beautiful scenery and landscape as they
visited the Chail Palace, Kufri Zoo, and Mashobra, where they camped in Mashobra
Greens for 3 nights. Many adventure activities were conducted, where the students'
fitness was put to the test as they rappled down a 120-foot steep hill. The students did a
valley crossing where they had to pull themselves along the ropes that were set up by
the skilled professionals. A zipline was prepared for the Jindalites' journey down the
cliff. The students learned teamwork and were enriched on wilderness survival skills
as they competed to see which team could put up a fire and cook the best instant
noodles first. The experience was enthralling, and the Jindalites were ecstatic about
this trip. The memories are forever; the bonfire, the dance, the music, the food—
everything was just superb. All troubles and worries had fled as they immersed
themselves in these merry-making and gratifying activities. The trip concluded with a
hearty lunch at Dominos as the buses blasted with music back home.

Trip To Shimla
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The wilderness is an ideal picture of chaos. Harmless creatures are running
around, making noise everywhere. But it also symbolizes beauty and peace. The
Jindalites of classes 4 to 8 experienced this beauty. The journey started with snores
but ended with unlimited energy! We began with a tiger safari, where we sat in
gypsies. Let's just remove the word tiger from this ride filled with only and only
deer! After that, we reveled in the history of Jim Corbett at the museum. We
prayed at two mandirs and dipped our feet in the cool, refreshing waters of the
Kosi River. The next morning, we were all separated into groups and sent off for
the zoo, where we saw really weird birds and the majestic Bengal Tigers.
Jhoesping started at the mall road, where we bought food and gifts for our loved
ones. In the early hours of the next day, we went to the suicide point. Nobody
fell, though! (What a relief!) The third day almost ended near the waterfall but
was saved by the DJ night, dancing in a cluster of laughs.

TRIP TO NAINITAL
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This is the time to show the world who you are
and to own it fearlessly. Set out towards your
studies with a revived spirit. Treat your body with
respect and moderation and go and get em aries!  

The month of April is a time of introspection and
self-searching. This period of introversion might
seem like a retreat from the external world, but it
is definitely a time for inward exploration and
emotional reflection. Spend this period to gain
clarity about what you want to do.

This month will likely bring a new interest in your
social life and ambitions. This is an excellent
opportunity to demonstrate your ability to
communicate and work with your classmates to
develop ideas. 

This is a fantastic month that can drive you
forward and help you to achieve your study
objectives. Your ambition and hard work are
likely to be noticed, which may lead to the
opportunities for advancement. 

 It’s a month filled with personal growth and
expansion chances. You can be tempted to
consider enhancing your skills or learn more.
Try out for a conference, or a webinar.The
main emphasis for this month is the growing.

April is the month to connect with the pairings
might and strengthen your studies and
relationships. Sharing experiences with classmates
will help open the door to important projects,
especially during the first half of the month.  

This month is a time of inner reflection and
change. This is the moment to catch up on those
studies that need deep concentration and analysis. 

This is the month to create your inner world and
make the base for all your plans. Although your
attention might be on domestic challenges, this will
not slow down your studies. Analyse your present
work that will help you to meet your long-term
goals. 

Welcome the playful and creative atmosphere that
April offers. This is a great chance to get involved
in a leadership role in your current position, or you
can consider freelance opportunities that would
help you use your talents. Consequently, try not to
be overloaded with too many things at a time.

This month is flooded with intellectual undertakings,
social interactions, and personal development. You
will be inclined to acquire new skills or take up
projects that require the brain to be energised and
excited. This is a perfect chance to show your skills. 

This month will help you develop a high sense of
self–esteem. In addition, be aware of putting
yourself in a situation where you need to do
something that doesn't help you achieve goals. 

You will likely be super busy working on the
details in April and getting things in order. You
might suddenly find yourself working on
assignments with reinvigorated concentration
and the eagerness to create value. 

Celestial Insights
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On March 29, 2024, an engaging workshop
centered on pastoral care took place under the
esteemed leadership of Ms Jyotsna Brar. The entire
pastoral staff and tutors attended the session that
explored the intricacies of the recently
implemented House Wise System, student behavior
guidelines, and essential protocols. The workshop
was marked by lively discussions, queries, and the
exchange of valuable insights, leaving the audience
enriched and appreciative of the principal's
guidance.

Pastoral Workshop
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This event not only shed light on their duties but also
provided them with modern methods to foster the
intellectual development of the students.The workshop
fostered a sense of empowerment and teamwork
among the pastoral staff bringing out their roles as
mentors shaping the future of the students.
With a revitalized commitment, the pastoral team left
the workshop ready to fulfil their purpose of
contributing unwavering support and guidance to the
students, creating an environment conducive to
growth and education.
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BirthdayBONAZA

Anshi Agrawal 
VII

01-04-2024

Advika
XII

02-04-2024

Amreen Kaur 
XII

03-04-2024

Sargam Kumari 
IX

03-04-2024

Saanvi Suman 
VII

05-04-2024

Kashika Agrawal
XII

06-04-2024

Reeva
X

09-04-2024

Aahana 
X

16-04-2024

Manvi
VI

17-04-2024
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Upcoming week 
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